
Sustainability combined
with function & design.

waterless urinal systems.



Water is the source of all life. It covers vast parts of the globe, which is 

why Earth is such a breathtakingly beautiful “blue planet”. Water, how-

ever, is primarily a valuable resource that we have to use very economi-

cally. Only 0.3 % of the entire world’s water resources are pure drink-

ing water, which is essential for the continuing life and survival of the 

human race. The world’s drinking water resources are already becoming 

noticeably scarcer. Each drop is precious. Too precious to be simply 

flushed away in urinals. That was also the opinion of John Reese, which 

is why he developed the waterless uridan® urinal in 1998.

As opposed to a conventional urinal, a uridan® urinal works without 

water and, thus, saves around 200,000 litres of precious drinking water 

annually. This ensures that the “raw material of life” is conserved for 

more important things. For the future of our children and our children’s 

children. And, of course, for pure pleasure.

“uridan® enables us to be a part of a 

revolution that will bequeath a better 

world to our children.”

Those who love life 
must conserve water.

John Reese



Zero odour + Zero chemicals = 
perfect hygiene.

The waterless uridan® urinals are more hygienic than conventional flush-

ing systems. The moist environment in conventional flushing systems 

actually encourages the development of bacteria and fungi on the 

surfaces.

The centrepiece of the uridan® urinals is the patented uridan® odour 

trap: This odour trap works with the aid of urilock®, a special blocking 

fluid. urilock® consists of plant-based substances and is biodegradable. 

Due to the fact that it is lighter than urine, the heavier urine automati-

cally flows directly down the drain. The lighter urilock® stays on the 

surface and works like a liquid lid that blocks out all drain and sewage 

odours.

In addition to protecting the environment, uridan® urinals also protect 

your bank account. Just one uridan® urinal saves up to 200,000 litres of 

water per year, which in turn saves you money.



Type Admiral Type Compass

ColoursAesthetics make 
the crucial difference.

Type Cadet Type Pylon Type Captain Type Crew
by designer Troels Bøgely  by designer uridan a/s

Most of the types are available in the displayed range of colours in resilient glass fibre reinforced plastic. Other colours can be provided upon request.

by designer Troels Bøgely by designer Troels Bøgelyby designer Yu Bobek  by designer uridan a/s

Material: Ceramic or glass fibre reinforced 

plastic (GFP)

Colours: all colours (ceramic is available in White)

urilock® blocking fluid exchange: 

after being used for approx. 15,000 to 20,000 times

Installation: horizontal or vertical

Material:  Glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFP)

Colours: Granite and White

urilock® blocking fluid exchange: 

After being used for approx. 15,000 to 20,000 times

Installation: vertical

White Stone Beige Stone Grey Stone NeroGranite

Material: Ceramic or glass fibre reinforced 

plastic (GFP)

Colours: all colours (ceramic is available in White)

urilock® blocking fluid exchange: 

after being used for approx. 5,000 to 7,500 times

Installation: horizontal or vertical

Material: Glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFP)

Colours: all colours

urilock® blocking fluid exchange: 

after being used for approx. 5,000 to 7,500 times

Installation: vertical

Material: Glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFP)

Colours: Granite and White

urilock® blocking fluid exchange: 

after being used for approx. 15,000 to 20,000 times

Installation: vertical

Material: Glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFP)

Colours: Stone Grey and Granite

urilock® blocking fluid exchange: 

After being used for approx. 15,000 to 20,000 times

Installation: horizontal and vertical

The type Admiral has a distinctive elegance. 

Not only did the designer want to create an 

attractive urinal, but also a particularly user-

friendly model. Due to the simple shape with the 

smooth and rounded off surface, this uridan® 

urinal can be cleaned very easily and quickly. 

In addition, there are no screws or grooves that 

could make cleaning difficult.

Whether for large facilities or for premises offering very little space – the uridan® product range offers the 

perfect individual solution to suit any requirement. And, in addition to the successful standard urinal systems, 

our range of products also offers customised products to suit any colour preference.

The Compass waterless urinal is ideally suited 

for families living in both apartment buildings 

and in single-family houses. It has also gained 

popularity for use in low-energy houses. The 

versatile type Compass can be used by men, 

women and children alike.

Due to the timeless design, the type Cadet has 

become a real classic. In addition to the ceramic 

version, this type is also provided in glass fibre 

reinforced plastic (GFP). This material is even 

more resilient than ceramic. It is distinguished 

by an extremely long life cycle and provides a 

high level of security against vandalism.

The type Pylon is a pleasure for users at any 

age. In addition to the extravagant design, this 

is also due to the three convenient sizes (Mini, 

Midi, Maxi), which can be used by preschool 

children through to adults. 

The type Pylon also provides a cost-saving 

benefit due to its ability to be installed over the 

existing toilet drain.

The type Captain enables women to do what 

men have been able to do for a long time: 

To use a urinal without having to sit down. The 

type is distinguished by a perfectly shaped 

design and the highest possible level of hygiene: 

At last, women can simply squat to urinate 

without having to touch a toilet seat at all. This 

type is now a popular feature in alpine huts.

The type Crew is ideally suited for use in places 

where large numbers of people congregate, for 

instance, in football stadiums. The type Crew 

is available in three different lengths (120, 180 

and 240 cm) and helps to ensure that both 

the waiting times in toilet queues are kept to a 

minimum during the half-time interval and that 

the water costs are reduced. 

The resilient plastic material also provides 

sufficient protection against vandalism.



Diversity in its highest 
appearance form.

The tried and tested uridan® urinals have been created by top 

designers to stylishly fulfil the highest demands in terms of both form 

and function.

These models can be found in many top-class hotels, large-scale com-

mercial enterprises, successful catering businesses, schools, kindergar-

ten and preschool facilities, as well as in official buildings and, of course, 

at modern a number of airports, sports stadiums and camping sites.

The best thing about it: The wide range of excellent designs is sure to 

include the most appropriate and well proven model to meet absolutely 

every application.



Two easy steps
for perfect cleanliness.

Natural, practical, remarkable – 
the uridan® hygiene system.

Less effort, less costs,
more comfort.

A concept takes
the world by storm.

See for yourself how fast and easy perfect cleaning can be.
Simply scan the QR code in order to view the application illustrations.

The uridan® cost calculator proves how you can save lots of money in an
environmentally sound and sustainable way. Scan and calculate now.

You can personally find out about the many advantages provided by our
revolutionary technology by simply scanning the QR code.

uridan® is represented in 40 countries around the world and continues its expansion. You will find

a constantly updated list of the contact addresses of all distribution partners on www.uridan.com.

urilock®

The patented special fluid not only ensures that uridan® urinals are up to 

100 % odourless, but that they also operate perfectly and reliably

without the need of any sealants or chemical additives whatsoever.

1. Cleaning the cover

» Spray uriclean® on the cover.

» Leave for a moment to react.

» Clean by brushing circularly with 

 a conventional brush.

2. Cleaning the urinal surface

» Spray uriclean® on the outer and

 inner surface. 

» Leave for a moment to react.

» Polish the outer and inner surface

 in circular motions with the aid of

 the uricloth® cleaning cloth.

uriclean®

uridan® can be cleaned easily each day with the aid of uriclean®.

Simply spray the urinal surface with uriclean® and the lotus effect

prevents any adhesion of urine drops: They simply roll off.

The cost-efficiency of the uridan® urinal begins with the simple installation, because a urinal that doesn’t 

need water also doesn’t need any complex expensive electrical flushing controllers or associated water pipe-

work and fittings. This ensures an enormous reduction of the installation, operating and maintenance costs.



uridan®-Head office
uridan a/s
Snerlevej 3 · DK-6100 Haderslev
Tel. +45 74 52 65 10 · Fax +45 74 52 71 71
uridan@uridan.com · www.uridan.com

Your uridan® partner:


